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QUESTION 1

Based on the passage, why do Lee\\'s novels focus on race and cultural identity? 

Chang-Rae Lee\\'s debut and award-winning novel Native Speaker is about Henry Park, a Korean-American individual
who struggles to find his place as an immigrant in a suburb of New York City. This novel addresses the notion that as
the individuals who know us best, our family, peers, and lovers are the individuals who direct our lives and end up
defining us. Henry Park is confronted with this reality in the very beginning of the novel, which begins: "The day my wife
left she gave me a list of who I was." Upon separating from his wife, Park struggles with racial and ethnic identity issues
due to his loneliness. Through Parks\\' work as an undercover operative for a private intelligence agency, the author
presents the theme of espionage as metaphor for the internal divide that Park experiences as an immigrant. This dual
reality creates two worlds for Park and increases his sense of uncertainty with regard to his place in society. While he
constantly feels like an outsider looking in, he also feels like he belongs to neither world. Chang-Rae Lee is also a first-
generation Korean American immigrant. He immigrated to America at the early age of three. Themes of identity, race,
and cultural alienation pervade his works. His interests in these themes no doubt stem from his first-hand experience as
a kid growing up in a Korean household while going to an American school. Lee is also author of A Gesture Life and
Aloft. The protagonists are similar in that they deal with labels placed on them based on race, color, and language.
Consequently, all of these characters struggle to belong in America. Lee\\'s novels address differences within a
nation\\'s mix of race, religion, and history, and the necessity of assimilation between cultures. In his works and through
his characters, Lee shows us both the difficulties and the subtleties of the immigrant experience in America. He urges us
to consider the role of borders and to consider why the idea of opening up one\\'s borders is so frightening. In an ever-
changing world in which cultures are becoming more intermingled, the meaning of identity must be constantly redefined,
especially when the security of belonging to a place is becoming increasingly elusive. As our world grows smaller with
increasing technological advances, these themes in Lee\\'s novels become even more pertinent. 

A. Because Lee\\'s ancestors are Korean. 

B. Because Lee immigrated to America at a young age. 

C. Because Lee was born in Korea. 

D. Because Lee feels these issues are the biggest problem facing America. 

Correct Answer: B 

The passage states that Lee\\'s interests in cultural identity and race emerge from his own experiences with these
issues as a young immigrant to America. 

 

QUESTION 2
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On what day was flooding most likely the greatest concern? 

A. seventh 

B. sixth 

C. fifth 

D. first 

Correct Answer: B 

Flooding would be of greatest concern on the day that received the most rain in each location, the 6th. 

 

QUESTION 3

How does the author of the passage feel about the ideas presented in Lee\\'s novels? 

Chang-Rae Lee\\'s debut and award-winning novel Native Speaker is about Henry Park, a Korean-American individual
who struggles to find his place as an immigrant in a suburb of New York City. This novel addresses the notion that as
the individuals who know us best, our family, peers, and lovers are the individuals who direct our lives and end up
defining us. Henry Park is confronted with this reality in the very beginning of the novel, which begins: "The day my wife
left she gave me a list of who I was." Upon separating from his wife, Park struggles with racial and ethnic identity issues
due to his loneliness. Through Parks\\' work as an undercover operative for a private intelligence agency, the author
presents the theme of espionage as metaphor for the internal divide that Park experiences as an immigrant. This dual
reality creates two worlds for Park and increases his sense of uncertainty with regard to his place in society. While he
constantly feels like an outsider looking in, he also feels like he belongs to neither world. Chang-Rae Lee is also a first-
generation Korean American immigrant. He immigrated to America at the early age of three. Themes of identity, race,
and cultural alienation pervade his works. His interests in these themes no doubt stem from his first-hand experience as
a kid growing up in a Korean household while going to an American school. Lee is also author of A Gesture Life and
Aloft. The protagonists are similar in that they deal with labels placed on them based on race, color, and language.
Consequently, all of these characters struggle to belong in America. Lee\\'s novels address differences within a
nation\\'s mix of race, religion, and history, and the necessity of assimilation between cultures. In his works and through
his characters, Lee shows us both the difficulties and the subtleties of the immigrant experience in America. He urges us
to consider the role of borders and to consider why the idea of opening up one\\'s borders is so frightening. In an ever-
changing world in which cultures are becoming more intermingled, the meaning of identity must be constantly redefined,
especially when the security of belonging to a place is becoming increasingly elusive. As our world grows smaller with
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increasing technological advances, these themes in Lee\\'s novels become even more pertinent. 

A. Critical regarding the role technology has played in society and how it destroys the immigrant experience. 

B. Concerned about the disappearance of cultures in a rapidly expanding and mixed world. 

C. Excited that immigrants are easily able to redefine and establish themselves in new cultures. 

D. Certain that all borders will eventually be eliminated so world cultures will commingle and fully assimilate. 

Correct Answer: B 

The tone of the last paragraph suggests concern over the preservation of cultural identities in an increasingly mixed and
expanding world. 

 

QUESTION 4

Despite the band practicing for months, a cacophony of noise greeted the stunned concert-goers. 

Based on the sentence above, what is the meaning of the word cacophony? 

A. a beautiful or ethereal noise 

B. a loud, harmonious noise 

C. the sound of animals yelping 

D. a large, disharmonious sound or noise 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Because most of them lack recreational facilities, high rise apartments have been criticized in recent years as
__________ for families with children. 

A. unsuitable 

B. degrading 

C. important 

D. inevitable 

E. appropriate 

Correct Answer: A 

The use of conjunction because in the beginning of the sentence shows that there is no contradiction within the
sentence but, on the contrary, the second part of the sentence follows logically from the first part. If high rise holdings
are "important", "inevitable" or "appropriate" for families with children, they cannot be "criticized" for that reason. So the
choice is only between "unsuitable" and "degrading". The lack of recreational facilities in most high-rise holdings cannot
lead to a conclusion that at high-rise bumming are "degrading" for families with children. The logical statement can be
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that such buildings are "unsuitable" for families with children. So, "unsuitable" is the best choice. 
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